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Dear Parent,

 

Thank you for downloading this 26-prompt travel journal. I encourage you to take a

look at it and print out extra prompts that may need more than one for a longer trip.

Here are some suggestions:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This journal was made in conjunction with a blogging A-Z series of posts, to read

background and tips for each prompt check out this post:

https://kidstravelbooks.com/kids-travel-journal-printable-download/

This is provided free for personal use only. Please direct others to our website if you

think they'd be interested in a copy for themselves.

 

Thank you for supporting us at Kids Travel Books.

D - The dining out prompt can be for a favorite meal of the trip, a favorite meal of the day or every

meal of the trip. Print out as many copies as you think you'd need.

F - The facts and figures are a great way to introduce kids to know a new place, but for places with

multiple stops, print out one for each stop.

H - Print out one for each hotel.

I - The itinerary prompt is meant to be for one day. You might not want to do one day only, so print

out multiples to cover multiple days.

K - Keepsakes and collectibles will probably take up more than one page. Print out more or use

blank paper for found items.

W - I love tracking weather and if there are any budding meteorologists in the family they might

love having more than one day of tracking in their travel journal.



My A-Z Travel Journal



A About my trip
These are the details and what I want to do.

My name is ___________________________. I am ______
years old. I'm taking a trip to _____________________
___________________________________________________.
I get there on _______________________ & we leave on
___________________________________________________.
 
I'm so ____________________________ to go on this trip.
 
So far I've learned about __________________________
____________________________________________________
___________________________________________________.
 
These are the top 5 things I want to do when we get
there:

1. ______________________________________________.
2.  _____________________________________________.
3.  _____________________________________________.
4.  _____________________________________________.
5.  _____________________________________________.
 

But, I'm most excited about _______________________
____________________________________________________.

Time  to get excited about your trip. Fill out this short form to think about the

things to see and do on the trip.



B Business Cards
Collect them and put them here
Businsess cards are so much fun. Find some at some of the shops, museums, and restaurants

and attach them here. Let them overlap, or just pick out your favorites.



C Costs for things
How much did it cost? Put it here.
Things cost money, and it's interesting to see how the prices compare from place to place. So

keep track of some of the trips expensives on these price tags.

Souvenir

Dinner

Souvenir

Dinner



D Dining Out
These are the things from my favorite meal
Eating out in new places is the perfect opportunity to try something you've never had before.

Or maybe stick to the food you know you like. Draw it below.

Breakfast                        Lunch                            Dinner

How was it?



E Emotions
I came, I saw, and this is how I felt about it
Travel can be emotional. The beautiful sites, the difficult to understand language, or the

unexpected sleepiness - draw your emotions and label where you saw it below.



F Facts & Figures
Facts and Figures I've learned about this place
Collect the fun facts and figures about where you're visiting. Hot tip: Parents of young kids,

let them make it up and see how it compares with reality.

Major Cities

Important People

Unique Aspects



G Graphs
Draw the line
How many red towels are there at the beach? How many taxis vs bikes vs trucks?pass you in

the city? Figure out what you want to count, and plot the results below.



H Hotels
Or other accommodations we're staying in

What our room looks like.

The view out the window.

Hotel Name

Address

Hotels are magical. Take some time to note some of the things about your hotel room below.

Add anything else if you want to!



I Itinerary
This is what we did today

Today's Date

What was the day all about? Write down your itinerary here to keep track of the things you

saw and the places you ate.

Morning

Mid-Morning

Noon

Afternoon

Evening



J Jokes and laughing
The things that made us laugh
Family travel is filled with inside jokes and funny things we see along the way. Write down

some of your favorites from this trip below.



K Keepsakes
A place to put the things we find
Put admission tickets, restaurant receipts, and other scraps of paper found along the way in

this spot.


